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The fate of a historic cottage  
in Sydney was in good hands 
when it was bought by stylist 
Claire Delmar. Now restored, 
it harmonises bygone charm 
with contemporary edge

 modern history 

home

(This page) James and Claire Delmar, 
expecting their first child, pose beside  
a specially commissioned trio of James 
King chair pictures. (Opposite page) 
French cafe doors act as an alternative 
‘pinboard’ in the study. “I was going  
to use them as a room divider, but they 
worked better like this,” says Claire. >
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sometimes, finding a home that speaks to you is as simple  
as spotting a ‘For Sale’ sign while you’re racing to somewhere else. 
Other times, the property hunt can take years – as stylist Claire 
Delmar found when she started looking, back in 2000. Eventually,  
in a flooded and frantic market hyped by the 2002 property boom, 
this old workman’s cottage in Sydney’s McMahon’s Point grabbed 
her attention. The charms of the building were immediately obvious. 

“It was quite beautiful; a fabulous, freestanding, three-bedroom 
house in a little cul-de-sac,” remembers Claire. “There’s quite a lot  
of history in the actual building and those around it – it used to be 
joined to an old sausage factory. The foreman lived in my little 
cottage. That factory is now an artist’s home and studio.” 

‘Sunnybank’, the sweet, early-1900s cottage that stood so clearly 
out from the crowd, had oodles of potential, despite the gaudy red 
facade and bright-yellow interior walls. But if anyone were to see 
beyond its decorative flaws, Claire was the one to do so. 

“I loved the style – the cornices and wooden windows and 
amazing high ceilings with all the ornate, original pressed-metal 
detailing,” she says. “It had so much character.” It also had good  
light flooding in from the rear verandah beyond the small kitchen.

A lick of paint and updating the lighting fixtures was all Claire 
did to the house before she and a friend moved in, living there as 
flatmates for 18 months. The full renovation would come later; for 
now, it was all about proximity to work and play. “Blues Point Road 
is fabulous and has lots of great restaurants, and it’s just a really 
beautiful part of Sydney,” says Claire. “It’s amazing looking out over 
the harbour and doing the walk along the water by Luna Park.”

After meeting her now husband, James, and spending several years 
in London, the couple returned to home territory and the northern 
Sydney cottage – closely followed by crate-loads of furniture and 
other items acquired during their time away. It was an opportunity 
for Claire to put her instinct for colour and design to good use. >

“ the house was a bit of a blank 
canvas for me. It was fun to try 
a simple approach. I kept it very 
neutral, friendly and homely”

Claire’s love of chairs sets the decorative 
pace in the living areas. (This page) There 
are two moulded-plastic Eames chairs – 
the stylish maple-legged version (top left) 
and the rocker design with metal legs 
(bottom left) positioned alongside the  
Habitat sofa. A walnut plywood Cherner 
chair with graceful, ribbon-style arms 
completes the mix. (Opposite page) Atop 
the ’50s Parker sideboard sit an Isamu 
Noguchi ‘Akari’ light, ceramics from 
Planet and a David Hutton painting from 
the My Mate’s Shed series – a favourite  
of Claire and James. The room’s easy 
elegance is underscored by the Eames 
leather lounger – Claire’s 30th birthday 
gift to James. “That’s his. I don’t sit there!”
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In the experienced hands of a stylist, 
getting the balance right between clean 
spaces and display corners comes 
naturally. Claire’s home demonstrates the 
point. Alongside the zinc-topped dining 
table (right), from the Sydney Antique 
Centre, are elegant, custom-built 
Benchmark shelves, with a collection of 
Mint, Hoganaf and Pillivuyt ceramics and 
china (left). A Deborah Bowness wallpaper 
scroll of a green dress is the sole wall 
decoration. Anchoring the spare room 
(below) is an old industrial filing cabinet 
alongside a paper grandfather clock from 
Macleay On Manning. The corner is home 
to sculpture, ceramics and a David Hutton 
artwork from his My Mate’s Shed series. >
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“At that point, the house was a bit of a blank canvas for me,” 
Claire says. “I renovate places – that’s what I do – and it was fun to 
try a simple approach and pick a few items to try out on this house.  
I kept it very neutral, friendly and homely.”

Over the coming months, Claire brought a mix of tactile timbers, 
retro pieces and industrial flair into every corner of the historic 
home. Every inclusion in the finished house warrants a closer look, 
from the strips of Deborah Bowness wallpaper hung like scrolls,  
to angular light fittings that serve as both illumination and works  
of art. Claire’s love affair with chairs is hard to miss, too, with Eames, 
Thonet and Cherner designs dotted throughout. “I have a thing  
for chairs and lights,” she says. “It comes with the job.”  

So, does this stylist arrive home from photographic shoots laden 
with all manner of beautiful things that she simply can’t resist for her 
own house? Hardly, Claire laughs. Besides, with her professional eye, 
she says she’s become more and more careful with what she brings 

home. “I spend a lot more time thinking about what I want, rather 
than rushing out and buying something. I’m quite fussy; I like  
things I don’t see too much, and things I know other people won’t 
have. It’s not like with fashion, which you can be fickle about. With 
furniture, which you’re surrounded by every day, it’s worth real 
consideration. When it comes to the things I buy for my own home, 
I’m a strong believer in the theory that, if you love it, it’ll work  
with the other things that you love, too.” 

Although design is definitely Claire’s domain, she says James has 
caught the ‘bug’. “He wasn’t particularly into furniture when we met, 
but because of my passion for it, he’s sort of absorbed it,” she says. 
“He sees the beauty in things, like I do, and he has a fabulous eye. 
But he likes it minimal, so I try to limit the items on display.  
It’s quite hard, because I have a lot of little things I like to show.  
He wouldn’t have anything anywhere if it were up to him!” C
Editor’s note: Claire and James have welcomed baby Leo into the world. 

 

(Opposite page) Inviting creativity and 
reflection in equal parts, the light-filled 
study is a mix of old and new, from the 
Thonet chair to the Benchmark pendant 
light, which Claire spotted in London.  
“It’s a one-off piece and it blends wood 
with industrial, which I love,” she says. 
Murobond’s Tumbleweed paint and  
a charcoal velvet bedhead from Carina 
Sherlock create the backdrop for the 
master bedroom (this page). Christopher 
McVinish’s Office Closed painting adorns 
one wall, while a Studio Sam installation 
of old books adds windowsill colour. 
Claire’s bedroom chairs are the’Kone’ by 
Rodger McLay (top left) and an original 
French antique deck chair (right).
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